Interaction of new PNA-based molecules with TAR RNA of HIV-1: molecular modelling and biological evaluation.
During the HIV-1 replication process, interactions between the RNA sequence, named TAR RNA, and the viral protein, Tat, permit a fast and efficient transcription of viral DNA into RNA. Based on the NMR structure of TAR RNA from the PDB, two Peptidic Nucleic Analog- (PNA) based molecules were designed by molecular modelling, the first one targeting G32 U31 and the second targeting U31 C30 free loop bases. Before designing the molecules, the flexibility of the TAR RNA was evaluated by molecular dynamics (MD). The molecules studied are composed of three domains: an arginine, a linker, and two PNA bases. First, molecules were designed and the linker length was optimized to fit the TAR RNA; second, a MD simulation on the TAR RNA molecule complex was performed to validate the molecular structure. Optimal molecules were synthesized and tested on infected cells. The experimental results support the choices made in the design of the molecules.